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CalculusElementary CalculusThe Hypergeometric
Approach to Integral Transforms and
ConvolutionsOperational Calculus and Related
TopicsOperational Calculus and Generalized
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Shilov, translated by E. SaletanMethods of the Theory
of Generalized FunctionsOperational
CalculusHandbook of Function and Generalized
Function TransformationsModern Mathematics for the
Engineer: Second Series

Special Functions and Analysis of
Differential Equations
A self-contained and systematic development of an
aspect of analysis which deals with the theory of
fundamental solutions for differential operators, and
their applications to boundary value problems of
mathematical physics, applied mathematics, and
engineering, with the related computational aspects.

Applied Hyperfunction Theory
Contents: Fixed Point Theory and Nonlinear Problems
(Th Rassias)Global Linearization Iterative Methods and
Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations III (M
Altman)On Generalized Power Series and Generalized
Operational Calculus and Its Application (M AlBassam)Multiple Solutions to Parametrized Nonlinear
Differential Systems from Nielsen Fixed Point Theory
(R Brown)The topology of Ind-Affine Sets (P
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Cherenack)Almost Approximately Polynomial
Functions (P Cholewa)Cohomology Classes and
Foliated Manifolds (M Craioveanu & M Puta)Bifurcation
and Nonlinear Instability in Applied Mathematics (L
Debnath)The Stability of Weakly Additive Functional
(H Drljevic)Index Theory for G-Bundle Pairs with
Applications to Borsuk-Ulam Type Theorems for GSphere Bundles (E Fadell & S Husseini)Nonlinear
Approximation and Moment Problem (J S Hwang & G
D Lin)Periods in Equicontinuous Topological
Dynamical Systems (A Iwanik et al.)Continuation
Theorems for Semi-Linear Equations in Banach
Spaces: A Survey (J Mawhin & K Rybakowski)On
Contractifiable Self-Mappings (P Meyers)Normal
Structures and Nonexpansive Mappings in Banach
Spaces (J Nelson et al.): Survey on Uniqueness and
Classification Theorems for Minimal Surfaces (Th
Rassias)Contractive Definitions (B Rhoades)On KY
Fan's Theorem and Its Applications (S Singh)Fixed
Points of Amenable Semigroups of Differentiable
Operators (P Soardi)Research Problems on Nonlinear
Equations (Th Rassias) Readership: Mathematicians
and applied scientists. Keywords:Nonlinear
Analysis;Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations
III;Polynomial Functions;Cohomology Classes;Foliated
Manifolds;Topological Dynamical Systems;Minimal
Surfaces;Differentiable Operators;Nonlinear Equations

Integral Transformations, Operational
Calculus, and Generalized Functions
Distribution theory, a relatively recent mathematical
approach to classical Fourier analysis, not only
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opened up new areas of research but also helped
promote the development of such mathematical
disciplines as ordinary and partial differential
equations, operational calculus, transformation
theory, and functional analysis. This text was one of
the first to give a clear explanation of distribution
theory; it combines the theory effectively with
extensive practical applications to science and
engineering problems. Based on a graduate course
given at the State University of New York at Stony
Brook, this book has two objectives: to provide a
comparatively elementary introduction to distribution
theory and to describe the generalized Fourier and
Laplace transformations and their applications to
integrodifferential equations, difference equations,
and passive systems. After an introductory chapter
defining distributions and the operations that apply to
them, Chapter 2 considers the calculus of
distributions, especially limits, differentiation,
integrations, and the interchange of limiting
processes. Some deeper properties of distributions,
such as their local character as derivatives of
continuous functions, are given in Chapter 3. Chapter
4 introduces the distributions of slow growth, which
arise naturally in the generalization of the Fourier
transformation. Chapters 5 and 6 cover the
convolution process and its use in representing
differential and difference equations. The
distributional Fourier and Laplace transformations are
developed in Chapters 7 and 8, and the latter
transformation is applied in Chapter 9 to obtain an
operational calculus for the solution of differential and
difference equations of the initial-condition type.
Some of the previous theory is applied in Chapter 10
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to a discussion of the fundamental properties of
certain physical systems, while Chapter 11 ends the
book with a consideration of periodic distributions.
Suitable for a graduate course for engineering and
science students or for a senior-level undergraduate
course for mathematics majors, this book presumes a
knowledge of advanced calculus and the standard
theorems on the interchange of limit processes. A
broad spectrum of problems has been included to
satisfy the diverse needs of various types of students.

Operational Calculus
Transform Analysis of Generalized Functions
concentrates on finite parts of integrals, generalized
functions and distributions. It gives a unified
treatment of the distributional setting with transform
analysis, i.e. Fourier, Laplace, Stieltjes, Mellin, Hankel
and Bessel Series. Included are accounts of
applications of the theory of integral transforms in a
distributional setting to the solution of problems
arising in mathematical physics. Information on
distributional solutions of differential, partial
differential equations and integral equations is
conveniently collected here. The volume will serve as
introductory and reference material for those
interested in analysis, applications, physics and
engineering.

Introduction to Generalized Functions
with Applications in Aerodynamics and
Aeroacoustics
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Generalized Intuitionistic Multiplicative
Fuzzy Calculus Theory and Applications
Generalized Functions and Operational
Calculus
This important book provides a concise exposition of
the basic ideas of the theory of distribution and
Fourier transforms and its application to partial
differential equations. The author clearly presents the
ideas, precise statements of theorems, and
explanations of ideas behind the proofs. Methods in
which techniques are used in applications are
illustrated, and many problems are included. The
book also introduces several significant recent topics,
including pseudodifferential operators, wave front
sets, wavelets, and quasicrystals. Background
mathematical prerequisites have been kept to a
minimum, with only a knowledge of multidimensional
calculus and basic complex variables needed to fully
understand the concepts in the book.A Guide to
Distribution Theory and Fourier Transforms can serve
as a textbook for parts of a course on Applied Analysis
or Methods of Mathematical Physics, and in fact it is
used that way at Cornell.

Distribution Theory and Transform
Analysis
The aim of this book is to develop a new approach
which we called the hyper geometric one to the
theory of various integral transforms, convolutions,
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and their applications to solutions of integrodifferential equations, operational calculus, and
evaluation of integrals. We hope that this simple
approach, which will be explained below, allows
students, post graduates in mathematics, physicists
and technicians, and serious mathematicians and
researchers to find in this book new interesting results
in the theory of integral transforms, special functions,
and convolutions. The idea of this approach can be
found in various papers of many authors, but
systematic discussion and development is realized in
this book for the first time. Let us explain briefly the
basic points of this approach. As it is known, in the
theory of special functions and its applications, the
hypergeometric functions play the main role. Besides
known elementary functions, this class includes the
Gauss's, Bessel's, Kummer's, functions et c. In general
case, the hypergeometric functions are defined as a
linear combinations of the Mellin-Barnes integrals.
These ques tions are extensively discussed in Chapter
1. Moreover, the Mellin-Barnes type integrals can be
understood as an inversion Mellin transform from the
quotient of products of Euler's gamma-functions. Thus
we are led to the general construc tions like the
Meijer's G-function and the Fox's H-function.

Generalized Functions and Direct
Operational Methods
It is not the object of the author to present
comprehensive cov erage of any particular integral
transformation or of any particular development of
generalized functions, for there are books available in
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which this is done. Rather, this consists more of an
introductory survey in which various ideas are
explored. The Laplace transforma tion is taken as the
model type of an integral transformation and a
number of its properties are developed; later, the
Fourier transfor mation is introduced. The operational
calculus of Mikusinski is pre sented as a method of
introducing generalized functions associated with the
Laplace transformation. The construction is analogous
to the construction of the rational numbers from the
integers. Further on, generalized functions associated
with the problem of extension of the Fourier
transformation are introduced. This construction is
anal ogous to the construction of the reals from the
rationals by means of Cauchy sequences. A chapter
with sections on a variety of trans formations is
adjoined. Necessary levels of sophistication start low
in the first chapter, but they grow considerably in
some sections of later chapters. Background needs
are stated at the beginnings of each chapter. Many
theorems are given without proofs, which seems
appro priate for the goals in mind. A selection of
references is included. Without showing many of the
details of rigor it is hoped that a strong indication is
given that a firm mathematical foundation does actu
ally exist for such entities as the "Dirac deltafunction".

Operational Calculus and Generalized
Functions
Generalized Functions, Volume 1: Properties and
Operations provides a systematic development of the
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theory of generalized functions and problems in
analysis connected with it. This book focuses on the
concept of a convenient link that connects many
aspects of analysis, functional analysis, theory of
differential equations, representation theory of locally
compact Lie groups, and theory of probability and
statistics. This volume is essentially devoted to
algorithmic questions of the theory, covering many
applications of generalized functions to various
problems of analysis. The topics discussed include the
local properties of generalized functions,
differentiation as a continuous operation, and Fourier
Transforms of test functions. The wave equation in
space of odd dimension, derivation of Green's
theorem, and reducible singular points are also
described. This publication is a good reference for
mathematicians, researchers, and students concerned
with generalized functions.

Properties and Operations
This book mainly introduces the latest development of
generalized intuitionistic multiplicative fuzzy calculus
and its application. The book pursues three major
objectives: (1) to introduce the calculus models with
concrete mathematical expressions for generalized
intuitionistic multiplicative fuzzy information; (2) to
introduce new information fusion methods based on
the definite integral models; and (3) to clarify the
involved approaches bymilitary case. The book is
especially valuable for readers to understand how the
theoretical framework of generalized intuitionistic
multiplicative fuzzy calculus is constructed, not only
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discrete or continuous but also correlative
(generalized) intuitionistic (multiplicative) fuzzy
information is aggregated based on the definite
integral models and the theory with a military
practice is integrated, which would deepen the
understanding and give researchers more inspiration
in practical decision analysis under uncertainties.

Generalized Functions, Volume 1
The conference was devoted to the memory of the
late Professor Jan Mikusinski. The proceedings is
divided into three parts. The first one contains
biographical materials and memoirs about Professor
Mikusinski and his work. The second part is devoted
to the theory of generalized functions and the third to
convergence structures. Contents:On Uniform
Convergence of the Inner Product of Sequences (P
Antosik et al)Decompositions of F-spaces into spaces
with Properties K, N or k (J Burzyk)Finite Integral
Transforms for Non-Local Boundary Value Problems (I
H Dimovski & R I Petrova) On the Neutrix Convolution
Product xs * xλ+ (B Fisher)On the Wiener-Laguerre
Transform of Generalized Functions (H J Glaeske)On
Distributional Solutions of the Generalized Entropy
Equation (A Kaminski)On a Representation of the
Algebra o of Mikusinski Operators (C Klis)Semilinear
Wave Equations with Rough Initial Data: Generalized
Solutions (M Oberguggenberger)Prodigious Mystery of
Genuine Analysis (D Przeworska-Rolewicz)Asymtotic
Bounds for the Distributional Stieltjes Transforms (A
Takaci)On Tensor Product and Convolution of
Generalized Functions of Gelfand-Shilov Type (J
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Uryga)Multidimensional Tauberian Theorems for
Distributions (V S Vladimirov et al)and others
Readership: Mathematicians and mathematical
physicists.

Operational Calculus and Generalized
Functions
In this volume various applications are discussed, in
particular to the hyper-Bessel differential operators
and equations, Dzrbashjan-Gelfond-Leontiev
operators and Borel type transforms, convolutions,
new representations of hypergeometric functions,
solutions to classes of differential and integral
equations, transmutation method, and generalized
integral transforms. Some open problems are also
posed. This book is intended for graduate and postgraduate students, lecturers, researchers and others
working in applied mathematical analysis,
mathematical physics and related disciplines.

Generalized Functions, Operator Theory,
and Dynamical Systems
Primarily this book is intended for application of the
operational calculus to mathematics, physics and
technical problems. It gives the basic principles,
ideas, and theorems clearly and extensively, but also
many worked-out problems from mathematical and
physical as well as from technical fields. The purely
mathematical treatment is more advanced than is
usual in books devoted primarily to practical
applications, and the book will therefore be of value
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to those pure mathematicians who are interested in a
rapid and simple derivation of complicated and
unexpected relations between various mathematical
functions, as well as to the engineer in search (for
example) of a very simple treatment of transient
phenomena in electrical networks.

Nonlinear Analysis
Generalized functions are now widely recognized as
important mathematical tools for engineers and
physicists. But they are considered to be inaccessible
for non-specialists. To remedy this situation, this book
gives an intelligible exposition of generalized
functions based on Sato's hyperfunction, which is
essentially the `boundary value of analytic functions'.
An intuitive image -- hyperfunction = vortex layer -- is
adopted, and only an elementary knowledge of
complex function theory is assumed. The treatment is
entirely self-contained. The first part of the book gives
a detailed account of fundamental operations such as
the four arithmetical operations applicable to
hyperfunctions, namely differentiation, integration,
and convolution, as well as Fourier transform. Fourier
series are seen to be nothing but periodic
hyperfunctions. In the second part, based on the
general theory, the Hilbert transform and PoissonSchwarz integral formula are treated and their
application to integral equations is studied. A great
number of formulas obtained in the course of
treatment are summarized as tables in the appendix.
In particular, those concerning convolution, the
Hilbert transform and Fourier transform contain much
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new material. For mathematicians, mathematical
physicists and engineers whose work involves
generalized functions.

Generalized Fractional Calculus and
Applications
The conference was devoted to the memory of the
late Professor Jan Mikusinski. The proceedings is
divided into three parts. The first one contains
biographical materials and memoirs about Professor
Mikusinski and his work. The second part is devoted
to the theory of generalized functions and the third to
convergence structures.

Functional Analysis
This volume presents the general theory of
generalized functions, including the Fourier, Laplace,
Mellin, Hilbert, Cauchy-Bochner and Poisson integral
transforms and operational calculus, with the
traditional material augmented by the theory of
Fourier series, abelian theorems, and boundary values
of helomorphic functions for one and several
variables. The author addresses several facets in
depth, including convolution theory, convolution
algebras and convolution equations in them,
homogenous generalized functions, and multiplication
of generalized functions. This book will meet the
needs of researchers, engineers, and students of
applied mathematics, control theory, and the
engineering sciences.
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Operational Calculus
Generalized Functions and Convergence
Elementary Calculus presents a three semester
introductory course on calculus. This book reveals the
conceptual development of the calculus, taking into
cognizance the technical and applied sides and
standards of clarity and rigor that prevail in
mathematics. The topics discussed include the basic
laws of numbers, classification of real functions, and
concept of instantaneous velocity. The limits of
functions defined on intervals, derivatives of the
trigonometric functions, and standard logarithmic
function are also reviewed. This text likewise
considers integration by substitution, lengths of plane
curves, and simple harmonic motion. This publication
is designed for students who have a knowledge of
elementary trigonometry, and either have had a one
semester course on analytic or coordinate geometry
or might take such a course with calculus.

Operational Calculus
Function transformations, which include linear
integral transformations, are some of the most
important mathematical tools for solving problems in
all areas of engineering and the physical sciences.
They allow one to quickly solve a problem by breaking
it down into a series of smaller, more manageable
problems. The author has compiled the most
important and widely used of these function
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transforms in applied mathematics and electrical
engineering. In addition to classical transforms, newer
transforms such as wavelets, Zak, and Radon are
included. The book is neither a table of transforms nor
a textbook, but it is a source book that provides quick
and easy access to the most important properties and
formulas of function and generalized function
transformations. It is organized for convenient
reference, with chapters broken down into the
following sections:

Operational calculus and Generalized
Functions
Researches and investigations involving the theory
and applications of integral transforms and
operational calculus are remarkably wide-spread in
many diverse areas of the mathematical, physical,
chemical, engineering and statistical sciences. This
Special Issue contains a total of 36 carefully-selected
and peer-reviewed articles which are authored by
established researchers from many countries.
Included in this Special Issue are review, expository
and original research articles dealing with the recent
advances on the topics of integral transforms and
operational calculus as well as their multidisciplinary
applications

Generalized Functions and Operational
Calculus
A Guide to Distribution Theory and
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Fourier Transforms
Differential Equations are very important tools in
Mathematical Analysis. They are widely found in
mathematics itself and in its applications to statistics,
computing, electrical circuit analysis, dynamical
systems, economics, biology, and so on. Recently
there has been an increasing interest in and widelyextended use of differential equations and systems of
fractional order (that is, of arbitrary order) as better
models of phenomena in various physics, engineering,
automatization, biology and biomedicine, chemistry,
earth science, economics, nature, and so on. Now,
new unified presentation and extensive development
of special functions associated with fractional calculus
are necessary tools, being related to the theory of
differentiation and integration of arbitrary order (i.e.,
fractional calculus) and to the fractional order (or
multi-order) differential and integral equations. This
book provides learners with the opportunity to
develop an understanding of advancements of special
functions and the skills needed to apply advanced
mathematical techniques to solve complex differential
equations and Partial Differential Equations (PDEs).
Subject matters should be strongly related to special
functions involving mathematical analysis and its
numerous applications. The main objective of this
book is to highlight the importance of fundamental
results and techniques of the theory of complex
analysis for differential equations and PDEs and
emphasizes articles devoted to the mathematical
treatment of questions arising in physics, chemistry,
biology, and engineering, particularly those that
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stress analytical aspects and novel problems and their
solutions. Specific topics include but are not limited to
Partial differential equations Least squares on firstorder system Sequence and series in functional
analysis Special functions related to fractional (noninteger) order control systems and equations Various
special functions related to generalized fractional
calculus Operational method in fractional calculus
Functional analysis and operator theory Mathematical
physics Applications of numerical analysis and applied
mathematics Computational mathematics
Mathematical modeling This book provides the recent
developments in special functions and differential
equations and publishes high-quality, peer-reviewed
book chapters in the area of nonlinear analysis,
ordinary differential equations, partial differential
equations, and related applications.

Operational Calculus
Transform Analysis of Generalized
Functions
Integral Transforms and Operational
Calculus
Students who daily must face the need to use
calculus for solving problems in engineering or
mathematics will find Professor Krabbe's text books a
refreshing departure form other sources. Because it is
addressed equally to engineering and mathematics
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students, Operational Calculus concentrates on
examples that illustrate the practical usefulness of
the theory. In fact, the author emphasizes that all the
theoretical material included was selected by the
standard of practical applicability. With the aid of
seventy-nine detailed diagrams, he presents a system
that is distinguished for its validity in solving not only
traditional types of problems, but the so-called "nonstandard" problems as well. He endorses and expands
Jan Mikusiński's 1949 method of "direct approach,"
which succeeds in avoiding the unnecessary
restriction of the Laplace transform method, and
therefore gains in both notational and conceptual
simplicity.

Generalized Functions and Convergence
The Feynman Integral and Feynman's
Operational Calculus
he first systematic theory of generalized functions
(also known as distributions) was created in the early
1950s, although some aspects were developed much
earlier, most notably in the definition of the Green's
function in mathematics and in the work of Paul Dirac
on quantum electrodynamics in physics. The sixvolume collection, Generalized Functions, written by I.
M. Gel′fand and co-authors and published in Russian
between 1958 and 1966, gives an introduction to
generalized functions and presents various
applications to analysis, PDE, stochastic processes,
and representation theory. Volume 1 is devoted to
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basics of the theory of generalized functions. The first
chapter contains main definitions and most important
properties of generalized functions as functional on
the space of smooth functions with compact support.
The second chapter talks about the Fourier transform
of generalized functions. In Chapter 3, definitions and
properties of some important classes of generalized
functions are discussed; in particular, generalized
functions supported on submanifolds of lower
dimension, generalized functions associated with
quadratic forms, and homogeneous generalized
functions are studied in detail. Many simple basic
examples make this book an excellent place for a
novice to get acquainted with the theory of
generalized functions. A long appendix presents
basics of generalized functions of complex variables.

Fundamental Solutions for Differential
Operators and Applications
The second in this two-volume series also contains
original papers commissioned from prominent 20thcentury mathematicians. A three-part treatment
covers mathematical methods, statistical and
scheduling studies, and physical phenomena. 1961
edition.

Operational Calculus
An authorised reissue of the long out of print classic
textbook, Advanced Calculus by the late Dr Lynn
Loomis and Dr Shlomo Sternberg both of Harvard
University has been a revered but hard to find
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textbook for the advanced calculus course for
decades. This book is based on an honors course in
advanced calculus that the authors gave in the
1960's. The foundational material, presented in the
unstarred sections of Chapters 1 through 11, was
normally covered, but different applications of this
basic material were stressed from year to year, and
the book therefore contains more material than was
covered in any one year. It can accordingly be used
(with omissions) as a text for a year's course in
advanced calculus, or as a text for a three-semester
introduction to analysis. The prerequisites are a good
grounding in the calculus of one variable from a
mathematically rigorous point of view, together with
some acquaintance with linear algebra. The reader
should be familiar with limit and continuity type
arguments and have a certain amount of
mathematical sophistication. As possible introductory
texts, we mention Differential and Integral Calculus
by R Courant, Calculus by T Apostol, Calculus by M
Spivak, and Pure Mathematics by G Hardy. The reader
should also have some experience with partial
derivatives. In overall plan the book divides roughly
into a first half which develops the calculus
(principally the differential calculus) in the setting of
normed vector spaces, and a second half which deals
with the calculus of differentiable manifolds.

Elementary Calculus
Nobel prize winner Ilya Prigogine writes in his preface:
"Irreversibility is a challenge to mathematics[which]
leads to generalized functions and to an extension of
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spectral analysis beyond the conventional Hilbert
space theory." Meeting this challenge required new
mathematical formulations-obstacles met and largely
overcome thanks primarily to the contributors to this
volume." This compilation of works grew out of
material presented at the "Hyperfunctions, Operator
Theory and Dynamical Systems" symposium at the
International Solvay Institutes for Physics and
Chemistry in 1997. The result is a coherently
organized collective work that moves from general,
widely applicable mathematical methods to ever
more specialized physical applications. Presented in
two sections, part one describes Generalized
Functions and Operator Theory, part two addresses
Operator Theory and Dynamical Systems. The
interplay between mathematics and physics is now
more necessary than ever-and more difficult than
ever, given the increasing complexity of theories and
methods. Here the topics include:

The Hypergeometric Approach to
Integral Transforms and Convolutions
Operational Calculus and Related Topics
Problems after each chapter

Operational Calculus and Generalized
Functions
In the end of the last century, Oliver Heaviside
inaugurated an operational calculus in connection
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with his researches in electromagnetic theory. In his
operational calculus, the operator of differentiation
was denoted by the symbol "p". The explanation of
this operator p as given by him was difficult to
understand and to use, and the range of the valid ity
of his calculus remains unclear still now, although it
was widely noticed that his calculus gives correct
results in general. In the 1930s, Gustav Doetsch and
many other mathematicians began to strive for the
mathematical foundation of Heaviside's operational
calculus by virtue of the Laplace transform -pt e f(t)dt.
( However, the use of such integrals naturally
confronts restrictions con cerning the growth behavior
of the numerical function f(t) as t ~ ~. At about the
midcentury, Jan Mikusinski invented the theory of con
volution quotients, based upon the Titchmarsh
convolution theorem: If f(t) and get) are continuous
functions defined on [O,~) such that the convolution
f~ f(t-u)g(u)du =0, then either f(t) =0 or get) =0 must
hold. The convolution quotients include the operator
of differentiation "s" and related operators.
Mikusinski's operational calculus gives a satisfactory
basis of Heaviside's operational calculus; it can be
applied successfully to linear ordinary differential
equations with constant coefficients as well as to the
telegraph equation which includes both the wave and
heat equa tions with constant coefficients.

Advanced Calculus
Suitable for advanced undergraduates and graduate
students, this brief monograph examines elementary
and convergence theories of convolution quotients,
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differential equations involving operator functions,
exponential functions of operators. Solutions. 1962
edition.

Generalized Functions: Properties and
operations, by I. M. Gelʹfand and G. E.
Shilov, translated by E. Saletan
Methods of the Theory of Generalized
Functions
Pure and Applied Mathematics, Volume 109:
Operational Calculus, Second Edition. Volume I
presents the foundations of operational calculus and
its applications to physics and engineering. This book
introduces the operators algebraically as a kind of
fractions. Organized into three parts, this volume
begins with an overview of the concept as well as the
characteristics of a convolution of continuous
functions. This text then examines the transitivity,
associativity, and distributivity of convolution with
regard to addition. Other parts consider the methods
of solving other difference equations, particularly in
the field of electrical engineering, in which the
variable runs over integer values only. This book
discusses as well the solution of differential equations
under given initial conditions. The final part deals with
the characteristic properties of a derivative and
provides the definition of algebraic derivative to any
operators. This book is a valuable resource for
physicists, electrical engineers, mathematicians, and
research workers.
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Operational Calculus
Operational Calculus, Volume II is a methodical
presentation of operational calculus. An outline of the
general theory of linear differential equations with
constant coefficients is presented. Integral
operational calculus and advanced topics in
operational calculus, including locally integrable
functions and convergence in the space of operators,
are also discussed. Formulas and tables are included.
Comprised of four sections, this volume begins with a
discussion on the general theory of linear differential
equations with constant coefficients, focusing on such
topics as homogeneous and non-homogeneous
equations and applications of operational calculus to
partial differential equations. The section section
deals with the integral of an operational function and
its applications, along with integral transformations. A
definition of operators in terms of abstract algebra is
then presented. Operators as generalized functions,
power series of operators, and Laplace transform are
also discussed. Formulas of the operational calculus
and tables of functions round out the book. This
monograph will be useful to engineers, who regard
the operational calculus merely as a tool in their work,
and readers who are interested in proofs of theorems
and mathematical problems.

Handbook of Function and Generalized
Function Transformations
Even though the theories of operational calculus and
integral transforms are centuries old, these topics are
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constantly developing, due to their use in the fields of
mathematics, physics, and electrical and radio
engineering. Operational Calculus and Related Topics
highlights the classical methods and applications as
well as the recent advan

Modern Mathematics for the Engineer:
Second Series
This book provides the most comprehensive
mathematical treatment to date of the Feynman path
integral and Feynman's operational calculus. It is
accessible to mathematicians, mathematical
physicists and theoretical physicists. Including new
results and much material previously only available in
the research literature, this book discusses both the
mathematics and physics background that motivate
the study of the Feynman path integral and
Feynman's operational calculus, and also provides
more detailed proofs of the central results.
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